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About this report

This report builds on the Behavioral Insights Team’s past work on applying behavioral insights to policymaking and the Institute for Government’s previous projects on better policymaking. It can be seen as a sequel to the 2010 MINDSPACE report, a joint Cabinet Office and Institute for Government publication that helped to make the case for creating the Behavioral Insights Team.

This project was funded by the Behavioral Insights Team. If you would like to follow up any of the ideas, opinions or proposals in this report, please email info@bi.team.

Since most of our knowledge and experience concerns the UK government, many of our examples and recommendations concern the UK. However, we have tried to choose ideas and proposals with wide resonance and potential application. Much of what we suggest could be applied to many countries, regions or localities, and we are happy to have conversations along those lines.

The Behavioral Insights Team (BIT) is a social purpose company that is jointly owned by the UK Government, Nesta (the innovation charity) and BIT’s employees. BIT was created in 10 Downing Street in 2010 as the world’s first government institution dedicated to the application of behavioral sciences to policy.

BIT tries to improve policies and public services by drawing on ideas from behavioral science. BIT usually tests and trials these ideas before they are scaled up, in order to understand what works and (importantly) what does not work.

The Institute for Government is the leading UK think tank working to make government more effective. It provides rigorous research and analysis, topical commentary and public events to explore the key challenges facing government. It offers a space for discussion and fresh thinking to help senior politicians and civil servants think differently and bring about change.
Foreword

Sir Jeremy Heywood
Cabinet Secretary and Head of the Civil Service

Improving how government works requires action on many fronts. We often focus on the need to ensure that our public servants have the skills, resources and ambition to excel. But there is also a pressing need to reflect on the way they think and act. Anyone who has worked in government for even a short time will be aware that its structures and processes powerfully shape behavior – perhaps without us realizing.

That is why I am delighted that the Behavioral Insights Team is now trying to address these questions using the latest findings emerging from behavioral science. Over the past decade we have seen how behavioral insights can offer governments new options for addressing policy problems, often at low cost. This report now sets out a series of practical ways that can improve the way governments themselves work.

In my view, the following pages are essential reading for anyone who cares about how well governments serve their people. In the UK, we are already working to incorporate these lessons into the way we make policy and train our future leaders. However, I am sure that these findings hold true for governments all around the world – and I look forward to exchanging examples of how they have been applied in diverse contexts.

Public servants should hold themselves to the highest standards. Projects like this one create new ways of making that happen. I welcome its findings and strongly support their translation into practice.

Sir Jeremy Heywood
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Executive summary
Executive summary

Governments are increasingly using behavioral insights to design, enhance and reassess their policies and services. Applying these insights means governments adopt a more realistic view of human behavior than they have done in the past - and may achieve better outcomes as a result.

However, elected and unelected government officials are themselves influenced by the same heuristics and biases that they try to address in others. This report explores how this happens - and how these biases can be addressed or mitigated. To do this, we focus on three core activities of policymaking: noticing, deliberating and executing.
1 Noticing

Noticing is about how information and ideas enter the agenda for policymakers.

Framing effects refer to how the presentation of an issue, not its substantive content, can determine whether it is noticed and how it is interpreted. For example, the figure below shows that politicians and civil servants were more likely to choose a risky policy option when it was presented in terms of how many deaths it might prevent (rather than how many lives it might save).

The way governments allocate attention means that certain issues and solutions are more likely to be salient to policy actors, regardless of whether they are the most urgent or important. This can mean that governments “overreact” as attention on issues cascades rapidly, perhaps reaching for whatever solutions come to mind easily, even as slow-developing problems go unnoticed.

Confirmation bias is the tendency to seek out or interpret evidence in line with your existing views. A concerning effect of this bias is that it can make people less able to critically analyze information that conflicts with their beliefs. For example, politicians in Denmark were much less likely to correctly identify whether a public or private school was performing better when the answer clashed with their ideological preferences.
2 Deliberating

Deliberating concerns how policy ideas are discussed and developed by governments. Group discussions are central to policymaking, but the evidence shows that they can actually make some decision biases worse.

Group reinforcement is when people self-censor and conform to the group majority view (even when they privately think it is not correct). For example, the Chilcot Inquiry found that the policymaking groups that discussed the UK’s deployment of military force in Iraq did not subject their proposals to enough challenge, which led to poor decision-making. Group discussion can also lead to extreme positions being adopted, as members reinforce (rather than challenge) each other.

The illusion of similarity plays out in two main ways. First, policymakers may think that more people share their own opinions or attitudes to an issue than is actually the case. Data from a representative sample of the US population shows that the more someone is in favor of a policy, the more they think others are as well. In other words, people assume that others have similar views.
Second, policymakers may overestimate how much people will understand or embrace the policy in question. Their own deep involvement in the policy may make them assume that people will be paying attention, will see what the policy is trying to do, and go along with it - none of which may be true. For example, a recent study showed that policymakers greatly overestimated how many parents would make even a small amount of effort to sign their children up to a new educational intervention.

**Inter-group opposition** is when the pull towards group identity (and conformity) makes members reject the arguments of other groups, even if they are good ones. There can be a strong tendency to believe that the other group holds its opinions because it is biased or dishonest in some way. This perception can even take hold between government officials in different government departments, perhaps without them realizing.
3 Executing

Executing is about how policy intentions are translated into actions. The common theme here is that people tend to be overconfident in their judgments.

Optimism bias is a person’s tendency to overestimate their abilities, the quality of their plans and the likelihood of future success. A recent study of US climate change officials found that they tended to be overconfident in their knowledge and abilities, particularly when they had more years of experience. Moreover, this overconfidence also meant they were more likely to take risky decisions (which is a problem if this risk-taking is based on false assumptions).

Illusion of control is the tendency to overestimate how much control one has over events. This can be a particular problem because policy often deals with complex systems where the link between cause and effect is not direct or obvious. By solving a problem in one area, policymakers may create unintended consequences in another part of the system. They may then keep trying to correct them with new actions, not realizing that the system is not responding as they intend.

Proposals

Below we give a selection of the strategies we have developed to mitigate these issues.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Issue</th>
<th>Strategy</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Framing</td>
<td><strong>Use re-framing techniques.</strong> Re-framing strategies can help actors change the presentation or substance of their position in order to find common ground and break policy deadlocks. Understanding how others frame an issue differently can lead to changes in emphasis that make a proposal mutually acceptable, or highlight actions that cost little to one side but are symbolically important to the other. We propose four main strategies for doing so: frame incorporation, frame reconnection, frame accommodation and frame synthesis.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Allocation of attention</td>
<td><strong>Invest for windows of opportunity.</strong> One option is to incentivize longer-term investment in understanding policy areas that currently attract little attention but may attract more later. Governments will then be able to respond to sudden pressure for action with well-considered plans, rather than relying on whatever solutions come to mind quickly. A particularly useful strategy is to help officials to build strong external networks into academia and other sources of expertise, which will allow them to access advice and insight rapidly.</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
| Confirmation bias             | **Build in opportunities to change course and revisit assumptions.** Confirmation bias can mean that even weak proposals quickly become difficult to discard. There is scope for pre-planned ‘break points’, similar to those used in surgery, to allow current plans to be reappraised. Concerns about ‘U-turns’ can be mitigated if the process is more open, if options are floated without a strong commitment and if feedback is taken on early.

**Require transparency about the evidence base used to make policy decisions.** Policymakers may be incentivized to provide a better evidence review if they know it will be released externally. In addition, the quality of the evidence review may be improved by outside expert input. But this external scrutiny needs to come while the evidence base is still a work in progress. If the evidence base is seen as a finished product, confirmation bias may kick in and even useful contributions may be dismissed to defend the existing evidence review and its conclusions.

**Consider the opposite.** When assessing evidence, one effective de-biasing strategy is to ‘consider the opposite’. This involves asking ‘would you have made the same judgment if exactly the same study had produced results on the other side of the issue?’ This strategy leads to a more objective assessment of the quality of evidence.
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Category</th>
<th>Suggestion</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Group reinforcement</td>
<td>Create routes for diverse views to be fed in before, during and after group discussions. Pressure to conform is easier to resist when people are not face to face. Therefore, policy teams could introduce questions anonymously through an online form before and after policy discussions, giving a chance for divergent views to be captured (and acted on with minimum loss of face). There is also value in equipping policymakers to design and facilitate more open workshop discussions, since conventional chaired meetings can close down debate in order to complete a fixed agenda.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td><strong>Assemble teams that are cognitively diverse.</strong> Teams whose members approach problems in different ways often do better – particularly at tasks requiring creativity. Therefore, managers should be helped to identify how team members differ in their problem-solving approaches and look for a variety of these approaches when composing teams, wherever possible.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Illusion of similarity</td>
<td><strong>Consider ‘zero interest’ scenarios.</strong> If policymakers overestimate the public’s interest in a policy, we think this can be addressed by a simple thought experiment: ‘what happens if there is zero interest or enthusiasm for what we are offering?’ Asking this question should improve contingency plans and make unreasonable assumptions less likely.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td><strong>Get political involvement throughout the decision-making process.</strong> Politicians spend much time talking to varied groups in society, and arguably have been elected because they understand how others think and feel. However, elected officials often reflect that they feel their officials involve them in policymaking too little, too late or in formats that are too tightly structured.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Inter-group opposition</td>
<td><strong>Use collaborative red teaming.</strong> In the military arena, use is often made of ‘red teams’, which are groups that are tasked with finding weaknesses in a proposal or system. While there is evidence in favor of these teams, involving outsiders in this way means that their findings are more likely to be dismissed defensively. Instead, evidence shows that people are more likely to accept criticism from someone who is part of their own group or who identifies with it. Therefore, we propose that part of a policy team splits off to create a ‘collaborative red team’ when problems are still being defined or plans still being developed.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Optimism bias</td>
<td><strong>Conduct ‘pre-mortems’.</strong> In a pre-mortem, decision makers imagine the future failure of their project and then work back to identify why things went wrong. This process encourages people to explore doubts, thereby highlighting weaknesses that can then be addressed. There is emerging evidence that pre-mortems can be successful in real-world settings, but they are still not widely used in policymaking – we think they should be.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td><strong>Apply and extend reference class forecasting corrections for optimism bias.</strong> Reference class forecasting involves adjusting estimates by taking into account evidence from similar projects in the past. The use of these corrections could be expanded from infrastructure projects to social programs in general – recognizing the complexities in doing so. In the absence of reference data, an even simpler process would require a standard optimism correction to all projections of costs or results as standard.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td><strong>Keep two estimates.</strong> There is evidence that judgment is improved simply by making two estimates rather than one. Therefore, policymakers should retain both their central estimate and their high-cost, low-impact estimate as policies are developed.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td><strong>Build trials and variations into policy execution wherever possible.</strong> Optimism bias strengthens the case for rapid and continual experimentation, which should provide early feedback on whether plans are realistic. If these experiments are well constructed, they will be more difficult to dismiss, even if people are motivated to do so.</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
These strategies need to be integrated into a wider process of change that includes:

1. **Raising awareness.** Policymakers should be made aware of the biases above and motivated to address them. However, simply raising awareness is unlikely to be sufficient to change behavior. People find it difficult to notice and correct their own biases, particularly if the context continues to prompt them. In fact, simply highlighting the existence of biases and directing people to be less biased can backfire and create more bias.

2. **Adopting strategies to mitigate biases.** Given these concerns, we have developed the strategies above. The hope is that they offer practical options that can stop these biases operating automatically. Training on how to adopt these strategies could bring benefits – but only if it focuses on a specific context and behavior, and gives practical ways to help someone develop new reactions to this context. While there is value in trying to develop debiasing training for policymakers, it will require rigorous testing to make sure it is effective.

3. **Helping governments to develop structural changes that reduce the impact of biases.** Reforms cannot focus on individuals in isolation - they also need to consider how systems, processes and institutions create behaviors. Some of these drivers may be too large and complex to change (e.g. the role of the media), but others can be amended or rethought in the light of our proposals. Since these structural changes should be tailored to the department or government in question, we recommend that behavioral scientists work with interested policymakers to develop proposals for change in their particular institutions. The Behavioral Insights Team (BIT) welcomes these discussions.

We recognize that this is a complex area; this Executive Summary has focused on the report’s core argument and proposals only. None of this is intended to underplay the essential role politics and political leadership have in achieving important policy outcomes. Moreover, we want to stress that all of the issues set out in this report apply to the authors and BIT as well. We have made flawed policy decisions in the past, and we are not claiming to be judging from a position of perfect knowledge or ability.

Our intention is to provide practical strategies for policymakers to mitigate biases that may distort policy decisions. Those strategies are just a starting point; we are keen to develop our thinking further and welcome reactions and further contributions.
1 / Why we should care about ‘Behavioral government’

1.1 Behavioral insights are increasingly used in public policymaking…

Governments are increasingly using behavioral insights to design, enhance and reassess their policies and services. Dedicated teams have been set up in the national governments of the UK, the US, Germany and Australia, with many others adopting less formal arrangements.1 The Organization for Economic Co-operation and Development has published 150 case studies of behavioral insights applied to public policy,2 and the European Commission and World Bank have also started to focus on this area.3

Applying these insights to create ‘behavioral public policy’ means governments adopt a more realistic view of human behavior than they have done in the past. Previously, many policies have been developed and executed with an expectation that people would respond to them after carefully weighing up the relevant pros and cons (see box). In contrast, a behavioral insights perspective draws on research from psychology, economics and other disciplines showing that our decisions are strongly influenced by heuristics (mental shortcuts’) and habitual, often automatic, responses to our immediate environment.4

While these heuristics and habits often serve us well, in some contexts they can create ‘biases’ where people make decisions which they later regret – or which create problems for others or society in general.7 For example, ‘optimism bias’ is the common tendency for an individual to think that they are less likely to experience a negative event (e.g. divorce, disease) than other people.8

This perception can lead people to underestimate future costs or inflict harm on themselves by accident. Most attention has focused on using these insights to proactively influence behavior to achieve policy goals. The idea is that government can design policy to account for people’s heuristics and biases, and thereby achieve better outcomes.9

In the UK, one of the most successful attempts to do this has been automatic enrollment for private pensions. Legislation passed in 2008 which required workers to opt out of (rather than opt into) their employer’s pension plan was motivated by empirical evidence showing that ‘status quo bias’ was a significant barrier preventing people from participating in pension schemes.10

People may not respond in the way policymakers predict

Many models used for policymaking assume that people will quickly recognize and respond to a change in their financial incentives in the way that the policymaker intends. In reality, this may not happen. Tax policy provides some good examples, such as the very low take-up of the transferable marriage allowance in the UK.5 This policy applies to couples where one partner does not have enough income to use their tax allowance in full. Starting in 2015–2016, that person could transfer 10% of their allowance to their partner, as long as that partner was not a higher rate taxpayer. But the UK tax authority revealed in September 2017 that only half the four million eligible couples had decided to apply – so two million people effectively missed out on more than £200.6

To date, this seemingly superficial change has led to nine million additional workers enrolling in a pension scheme, while preserving freedom of choice.11 Behavioral insights have also led to robustly evaluated improvements in many other policy areas.12

Behavioral insights can bring other kinds of benefits, aside from developing new interventions. Viewing policy through a behavioral lens may help policymakers to discover that an existing policy has unintended consequences, which may lead them to modify or stop it. Or they may see that a policy goal requires unrealistically large changes in behavior by citizens, and instead decide to shape policy around the behavior rather than waste effort trying to stop it.13 Seeing behavioral insights as a lens for understanding government, rather than just a tool for policy, is the starting point for this report.
1.2 ...and the time has come to apply these insights to government itself

Despite this growth and success, behavioral public policy has been criticized on several fronts. One common objection is that elected and unelected government officials are themselves influenced by the same heuristics and biases that they try to address in others. We agree that this is likely to be true. Take the optimism bias mentioned above. The UK National Audit Office has often criticized the ‘endemic over-optimism which characterizes decisions to commit to [government] projects and the subsequent management of them’. Many other studies have come to the same view, as we explain later.

This conclusion is also, in some ways, not very surprising. How could we reasonably expect public officials to be exempt from these biases? It is now seventy years since Herbert Simon’s seminal work on ‘bounded rationality’ in organisational behavior. Recent work from the field of behavioral public choice emphasizes how psychological biases may lead to policy errors, and political science offers various theories of policymaking that stress the importance of framing, narrative, heuristics and post-rationalisations. Indeed, two recent studies suggest that we are at a ‘turning point’ where we will move to studying ‘behavioral public administration’.

With that said, we should not think of biases in black-and-white terms, since they may just be useful mental shortcuts ‘in the wrong place’. Many problems emerge because of the way our thinking interacts with our context, not because of the way we think on its own. Optimism bias can have positive effects for individuals, since it makes people feel good about their situation and outlook (indeed, people suffering from depression do not exhibit this bias). For individuals, it may only produce harm in a few instances and, for governments, it could mean that a politician pushes elected officials to achieve more than they initially think is possible.

We stress this point because it has real practical implications. Rather than just thinking about biased decision-making in government in isolation, we need to make sure any solutions account for the contexts, systems and institutions in which those decisions are made. So, when we use the term ‘bias’ in this report, it should be understood with the points above in mind, rather than as a blanket criticism.

1.3 The two goals of this report

While we agree with critics that government actors exhibit biases, we disagree that this automatically implies anything about the size of the public sector or the scope of government action. Nor do we think government should stop using behavioral insights on the basis that, since behavioral insights show that people can make flawed decisions, any decisions on how to apply behavioral insights by people in government will also be flawed.

Our view is that the existence of behavioral biases in government means behavioral insights are needed more, not less. This report tries to address this need in two ways:

1. **Raise awareness.** This report highlights how biases can influence decision-making in government. We try to present these findings in ways that practitioners will find easy to use. Our hope is that this will enable policymakers to identify and address these biases more easily. However, increasing awareness is not enough on its own. Government actors may not be able to register when these factors are at play – and, even if they are, they may not be able or willing to do anything about them.

2. **Propose improvements.** We think that more could be done to use behavioral science to create new ways of improving the way governments make decisions. But these solutions cannot simply focus on the psychology of individuals in isolation. The behavior of public officials is shaped by the institutions and systems in which they act (and vice versa). This, we think, offers a source of hope: while public officials are just as vulnerable to biases as anyone else, they act within institutions which can be modified to mitigate or eliminate those biases.
2 / How behavioral insights can improve policymaking

2.1 What do we mean by ‘better’ policies?

Throughout this report, we argue that reducing bias among policymakers will help government make better policy more often. We want to be clear about what we mean by ‘better’.

The question of when, and on what basis, to judge a policy is complex and contested. One useful distinction is between ‘programmatic’ and ‘political’ evaluation:

- **Programmatic** evaluation means looking at observable costs and benefits to society, and comparing the policymaker’s original intention with the eventual outcome.
- **Political** evaluation involves looking at ‘the world of impressions: lived experiences, stories, frames, counter-frames, heroes and villains … the way policies are being perceived and debated among their stakeholders’.

A policy can be successful in one domain but not the other. A policymaker may have their career ended for a policy that turns out to be the right call; another’s career may flourish after leading a policy that misses all of its programmatic objectives but that was seen to be symbolically important or well-intentioned.

Our focus in this report is on helping to ensure policies work better at a programmatic level. This implies that the successful policies are those that meet their programmatic goals, rather than purely political objectives – although they need to command enough political backing to ensure their implementation.

2.2 Should we expect government decision-making to be free from bias?

There are many studies showing that people often use mental shortcuts that can lead to biased decision-making, but most of these studies have relied on samples of students or people from the general population, rather than people in government specifically. This matters, because there are reasons to think that policymakers might be less prone to such behavioral biases, at least in some government systems.

For example, the presence of institutional checks and balances, and a pluralistic distribution of political power, could provide extra scrutiny that corrects biases. Moreover, government officials are usually explicitly required to provide expertise – both technical and practical – to help elected officials to make policy decisions that produce benefits for society.

On the other hand, we can point towards observational studies that look at past government actions and judge whether they seem biased or poorly justified. One study, for example, found that 80% of countries accepted treaty adjudication by the International Court of Justice when it was the default option, compared to only 5% when the country had to actively choose it. We discuss more of these studies in the following sections, along with new studies that attempt to directly measure these biases in elected and unelected officials.

We can also look at studies showing the existence of bias in professions similar to some government roles (in so far as they both feature highly educated groups making high-stakes decisions). These include:

- A review of the decision-making of 7,000 physicians that identified anchoring (being influenced by information you have been exposed to previously, even if is unrelated to the current decision) and availability bias (overvaluing information which easily comes to mind) as important predictors of medical errors and mismanagement.
- Studies showing that judges tend to give more lenient sentences if it is the defendant’s birthday, but harsher ones when their local football team has recently lost a match.
- A review of 28,000 predictions made by 284 experts about geopolitical events which found that, on average, their predictions were only slightly more accurate than chance, and that this poor performance was partly explained by biases such as overconfidence.

A McKinsey survey of 772 company directors found that they rated ‘reducing decision biases’ as their most important strategic goal for improving business performance. There has been no similar study of top government officials, but the evidence suggests that government decisions are not immune from biases – and that therefore there is room for improvement.
2.3 Will reducing biases mean better policy?

But will reducing biases actually achieve better policy (as we define it above)? We think this is a fair assumption, with caveats. Obviously, not all biases lead to policy failures, and not all policy failures are caused by biases. This means that reducing biases will have no effect on outcomes in some instances. Here we briefly explain two main reasons why.

An entirely ‘rational’ and bias-free process may still result in failure

What we have in mind here is when policymakers identify an objective, break this objective down logically into subordinate actions, and produce a plan that is compelling, coherent – and wrong. Many accounts of the UK’s ‘poll tax’ point out that (in the words of a member of the review team itself) those involved were ‘seduced by the beautifully crafted, conceptually elegant papers that were produced’. The elegance of the papers did not prevent the policy from becoming a notorious failure.

Of course, a major cause of this failure was political: ministers misjudged the acceptability of the tax and made the call to introduce it without the planned transition period. But the policy also illustrates how following standard UK policy processes (e.g. Cabinet Committees, Green and White Papers), which deal ‘rationally’ with issues on their own terms, cannot guarantee that crucial political and logistical considerations are addressed and disasters averted. The result in this case was an impractical policy that crumbled on contact with reality and had to be reversed at considerable reputational and financial cost.

The danger of this happening increases with the complexity of the issues or systems involved. A good example comes from forest management. In the 18th century, officials in German states adopted a new ‘scientific’ approach that involved organising forests according to regular geometrical patterns, in order to maximize production and ease maintenance. This approach appeared to be wildly successful – until the second generation of trees showed disastrously poor growth. The scheme for improving the forest had failed to appreciate that a complex ecosystem had been creating nutrients for the trees, until the rational pursuit of efficiency had destroyed it.

The lesson here is to avoid an approach that rests on a version of rationality that is too narrow and technocratic for the issue or system involved.

What may appear to be biased or misguided may actually be the result of calculation

We also need to be careful that focusing on programmatic outcomes does not mislead us. For example, a policy that seems biased, misguided or ineffective from a technocratic perspective may have been chosen in order to shore up political support in the immediate term – perhaps so that a bigger, more beneficial policy can be implemented later. A policymaker may be making a reasoned trade-off between programmatic and political benefits.

An example might be class sizes in schools. In 1997, the Labour Party made legally limiting school class sizes to 30 one of its core policies; indeed, this was the first issue listed on the party’s well-known ‘pledge card’. In doing so, the party was reflecting widespread parental concern: a 2001 survey found that smaller class sizes was the main reason parents gave for choosing an independent school over a state one. The ensuing 1998 School Standards and Framework Act was successful in its aim of reducing class sizes. However, from a technocratic perspective, it was known at the time that the evidence that reducing class sizes will increase attainment was (and is) mixed: it is ‘not the best option in terms of value for money’. It would be possible to try to explain this policy in terms of cognitive biases, but the potential political gain on offer seems a more convincing explanation.

If we want to limit how often social outcomes are traded off against political ones like this, we may have to look at the influences and incentives produced by wider institutions and incentives. But this is not a case of correcting a cognitive ‘bias’ as such. It is not for behavioral scientists to seek to remove the politics from policymaking.
2.4 Improving three core activities of policymaking

Bearing all this in mind, we focus on a set of issues which make it more likely that policies do not get wide enough input or challenge, leading to a closed, conformist and complacent policy process. This has been highlighted as a major driver of poor policymaking by academics and by the UK Civil Service itself.55

Figure 1 shows how these issues relate to the three core activities of policymaking.

Figure 1:
The issues affecting policymaking that are considered in this report.

Noticing

Deliberating

Executing

1. Noticing involves the way that information and ideas enter the agenda for policymakers. Framing effects can mean that the presentation of an issue, not its substantive content, determines whether it is noticed and how it is interpreted. In addition, the way governments allocate attention means that certain issues and solutions are more likely to be salient to policy actors, regardless of whether they are the most useful, urgent or important. Confirmation bias then means that information is interpreted in ways that support these concepts or convictions, rather than according to its merits.

2. Deliberating concerns the way policy concepts and ideas are assessed and debated by policymakers. The ways in which team members interact with each other can breed biases. In particular, the culture and incentives within groups can create ‘group reinforcement’, where people self-censor and conform to the majority view, regardless of its merits. Groups also strengthen the tendency of policymakers to overestimate a) how far other people share the views they hold and b) how much people will understand or embrace the policy in question (we call this the ‘illusion of similarity’). Finally, ‘inter-group opposition’ is where the pull towards in-group identity makes policymakers reject arguments coming from other groups, even if they are good ones.

3. Executing is about the way that these decisions are planned and realized as actions. These activities are often affected by optimism bias (the tendency to have unrealistically positive views about future outcomes) and the illusion of control (the tendency to overestimate how much influence we have over events, particularly when dealing with complex systems).
In spring 2018, we conducted an online survey to estimate the relative importance of the eight issues highlighted in Figure 1. The survey was disseminated among members of the UK Civil Service’s Policy Profession; 64 current civil servants responded, with a median of 12 years’ experience of working in government. We asked respondents to rate how often each of the issues occurred, in their judgement.56

At this point we need to include several caveats. This was a relatively small convenience sample – there is likely to have been a strong selection bias, and this could have distorted the findings. We also had to include examples of the biases in the survey; these examples could have varied in their salience. And, fundamentally, some biases are likely to be easier to notice than others.

With these caveats in mind, Figure 2 shows the relative ratings for each issue: respondents most often reported having observed allocation of attention, optimism bias and group reinforcement. Perhaps the most striking finding was that, on average, 92% of the responses indicated that the relevant issue had been observed sometimes, often or always.

Finally, as the authors of this report, we fully acknowledge that we are – and have been – vulnerable to these biases when making policy. We do not consider ourselves to be sitting in judgement; rather, we are trying to explore why things often go wrong, for ourselves and others, to try to put them right in the future.

Figure 2:
Relative prevalence of each of the issues, as rated by policy professionals.

We now explain the Noticing, Deliberating and Executing activities in turn. We also propose strategies (some of which are already in use) which can help to address the biases that affect these activities.

### Table

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Issue</th>
<th>Reported prevalence (1 = Never, 5 = Always)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Allocation of attention</td>
<td>4.11</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Optimism bias</td>
<td>3.90</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Group reinforcement</td>
<td>3.72</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Illusion of control</td>
<td>3.54</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Confirmation bias</td>
<td>3.50</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Illusion of similarity</td>
<td>3.43</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Framing</td>
<td>3.41</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Intergroup opposition</td>
<td>3.34</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
3 / Noticing

3.1 Framing

Framing is the process of selecting and highlighting some aspects or features of a situation at the expense of others.57

Adopting different ‘frames’ can have powerful effects on how people perceive a problem and what they consider to be relevant facts (or ‘facts’ at all). For example, a 2015 survey by Ipsos MORI asked two groups of adults about lowering the UK voting age. They found that the majority verdict flipped depending on whether people were asked if they supported ‘reducing the voting age from 18 to 16’ (37% for, 56% against) or ‘giving 16 and 17 olds the right to vote’ (52% for, 41% against).58

The first question frames the issue as one of liberalisation and potential risk (possibly implying a loss of the status quo); the second frames it as one of recognizing rights. The shift in responses emphasizes the importance of considering frames when designing forms of direct democracy or anticipating how controversial policy choices will be interpreted. See Figure 3 for further details.
Politicians and government officials also choose differently with different frames. For example, identical policies can be framed in terms of gains or losses. Even small changes along these lines can tap into deep feelings of ‘loss aversion’, the tendency to more strongly prefer to avoid losses than to acquire gains. A simple example of loss aversion is feeling more upset at losing £20 than feeling pleased at gaining £20. One consistent finding associated with this tendency is that when people are facing losses, they become more willing to tolerate risk. An example is a gambler who, after losing money, begins taking bigger risks in an effort to recoup their losses.

A recent experiment tested the effects of loss framing among 154 politicians across three national parliaments: the Belgian Federal Parliament, the Canadian House of Commons and the Israeli Knesset. These politicians were asked to ‘imagine that [your country] is preparing for the outbreak of an unusual Asian disease, which is expected to kill 600 people’. They then had to choose a ‘riskless’ or ‘risky’ way to combat the disease. These options were framed to emphasize either the gains (the number of lives that would be saved) or the losses (the number of people expected to die) that would result from their choice. However, in both cases the underlying statistics describing the expected outcome were identical (e.g. saying ‘200 people will be saved’ or ‘400 people will die’).

Loss aversion and public acceptability

In March 2017 the UK Chancellor of the Exchequer announced that National Insurance contributions paid by the self-employed would increase to narrow the gap between them and the higher payments made by employees. Although the proposed increase was small, it provoked an outcry, and the Chancellor dropped the measure.

Part of the outcry may have been the result of framing. The year before, the self-employed had been given additional state pension benefits; later in 2017, the Government would release a report on measures to improve their employment status. Framing the National Insurance contribution increase as part of a package with either better benefits or more employment rights could have meant the policy was perceived differently. However, the measure as introduced in March 2017 was perceived in isolation as a higher tax demand, and therefore a loss.

---

**Figure 3:** Evidence of framing effects on public support for votes at 16.
That study found that, when the disease was described in terms of losses (how many people would die), 80% of the politicians selected the risky option. When the disease was described in terms of gains (how many people would live), only 42% did so. Similar results were found in a study of 2,591 staff from the World Bank and UK Department for International Development, as well as in a separate study of 600 Italian public sector employees. Figure 4 shows these results, along with those from the original study, which involved university students. It seems that loss framing affects decisions consistently across both government actors and the public. Figure 4 shows these results, along with those from the original study, which involved university students.

Finally, there is another dimension to framing that has a profound effect on policymaking. This is where framing does not just highlight aspects of an issue but also binds them together into ‘a coherent and comprehensible pattern’. In other words, a frame can offer a compelling whole that forms an underlying framework of belief, perception and value.

Often the frame does this by providing a powerful governing image or metaphor. For example, a recent study investigated whether the metaphor used to represent crime affected people’s preferred policies for preventing it. Two groups of students were presented with a report on crime rates in a fictional city. One report described crime as a beast ‘preying on’ the city, whereas the other framed it as a virus ‘infecting’ the city. Each report was accompanied by identical statistics about crime rates, and at the end people were asked what they thought the city needed to do to reduce crime.

Figure 5 shows the results. People were almost twice as likely (44% vs 26%) to recommend identifying root causes and carrying out social reform to ‘inoculate’ the community when crime was framed as a virus. Conversely, people were more likely to recommend an enforcement-based approach involving harsher penalties when crime was described as a beast (74% did so compared to 56% when crime was described as a virus). The same pattern of results was found in a German-language replication of this experiment. The same frames and policy recommendations appear in real-life political speeches (see footnote for an extended example).

---

These kinds of frames have two aspects that can cause problems. One is that the metaphor seems to bring with it a ‘natural’ obvious solution (e.g. to stop a virus, you need to create a clean local environment). The other is that we often use or experience these kinds of frames outside our conscious attention and reasoning. This can mean that people who are using opposing frames not only disagree strongly about what should be done, but also find it very difficult to engage and compromise with each other (the other side ‘just won’t listen’). The result can be intense policy conflict and deadlock.

Proposals

Use re-framing techniques. Re-framing can help actors to change the presentation or substance of their position in order to find common ground and break deadlocks. Understanding how others frame an issue differently can lead to changes in emphasis that make a proposal mutually acceptable, or highlight actions that cost little to one side but are symbolically important to the other.

There are four main strategies for this kind of re-framing. To illustrate them, imagine that a public agency is proposing to develop an area of woodland near a town that has suffered low economic growth. The woodland is seen an area of natural beauty. The public agency’s main frame is one of economic stimulus: by improving amenities, they may attract more people to the town, creating a multiplier effect. On the other side is a national environmental charity that has a strong presence in the region. Their frame is environmental: they want the development to protect the quality of the woodland against pollution and decay, so residents can continue to enjoy it for longer. They are concerned that privileging economic growth will harm the local environment. The two frames are in conflict and are leading to dispute that seems intractable.

The first strategy is frame incorporation. This is where one side incorporates a challenging element into their own frame by creating a ‘watered down’ version of it. An important part of the environmental frame is the charity’s concern that this will set a precedent for future developments in the region: concern for economic growth, not the environment, would become the guiding principle. If the public agency began to understand this concern, it could emphasize the fact that this development is just a pilot that will be evaluated for its impact (including on the environment). That move would allow the charity to incorporate into its framing the idea that the development would target economic growth, but only in a provisional way.

Figure 5: How people’s policy preferences vary depending on whether crime is framed as a ‘beast’ or a ‘virus’.
The second strategy is frame reconnection. This is where both frames are respected and preserved, but a new link is created between them, so they appear to be complementary rather than incompatible. In the example above, this would mean that one side would continue to see the policy through an economic frame, and the other an environmental frame. But economic development could be re-framed as a means of improving the local environment – for example, by making it easier for local people to invest in sustainable technologies. If the public agency needed to go further, they could promise that some form of ‘tourist tax’ was created and funnelled to a fund for this purpose.

The third strategy is frame accommodation. This is where one side changes their framing to accommodate aspects of the opposing frame. The difference from frame incorporation is that the new element is not watered down; instead, the existing frame is substantially changed as a result of the frame accommodation. In the above scenario, this could happen if the charity succeeded in re-framing the idea of economic development to include wider concepts of value. For example, the charity could make the case that people would have better mental health and social capital if they had better access to the environment. They could point out that quality of life already forms part of economic assessments in healthcare (as in ‘quality-adjusted life years’). The public agency might then re-frame its idea of what ‘economic development’ means.

Policymakers might try to go further and explore how far they can achieve frame synthesis. This is where they not only try to accommodate alternative frames, but also try to design policy in a way that delivers multiple outcomes. Early explicit recognition of different frames can enable policymakers to ask themselves how a policy might need to be developed in a way that, for example, delivers both economic and environmental outcomes. So, in the example above, it might be possible to capture the development gain from developing part of the wood, use it to enhance the biodiversity of the remaining wood, and improve access for local residents so they can enjoy the benefits more – which would deliver greater social benefit than the initial proposal. But this synthesis requires policymakers to identify potential frames upfront and iterate the policy to address them, rather than seeing any changes as mitigations or add-ons late in the process.

These strategies show that actors may reach mutually acceptable outcomes by changing elements of their proposals. The re-framing is not simply about one party trying to persuade another to accept their frame; the greatest benefits may come from a mutual process of making sense of the policy issue.

3.2 Allocation of attention

Attention is integral to politics and policy. The attention of the public can suddenly be directed to particular issues that it sees as needing a policy response. Behavioral science refers to these shifts as ‘attention cascades’. Attention cascades can be prompted by events – an obvious one being terrorism and airline safety before and after 11 September 2001. Cascades can be intensified and sustained by the amplifying effect of other people’s attention: ‘other people are focusing on it, so it must be important’.

Of course, we recognize that the fact that people care about an issue is itself important in democracies, particularly to elected politicians. These ebbs and flows are an essential part of politics, which aims to create alignment for action in societies with competing interests. Since politics is a dynamic forming and re-forming of alignments, it naturally produces sharp movements in the relevance of issues.

The problem is that the issues that are powerful and salient may not be the most urgent or important (in a non-political sense). Here we can point to the ‘availability bias’: the tendency to think an issue is important because it comes to mind easily. An example is a person who thinks that plane journeys, but not car trips, are dangerous because they have seen airplane crashes in the news – whereas car crashes are so routine that they rarely attract media coverage, and so examples of them do not come to mind as quickly. Indeed, the number of additional Americans who died in road accidents by switching from flying to driving after 11 September 2001 exceeded the number who had died in the attacks after just three months.

The availability bias drives media attention too, as shown by a study examining the amount of television news coverage given to 5,000 natural disasters between 1968 and 2002. It found that famines and droughts (gradual, centered on absence) required thousands of times more deaths than volcanoes and earthquakes (sudden, spectacular) to receive the same level of coverage (see Figure 6). From a programmatic policy viewpoint, all these deaths arguably deserve equal attention. Therefore, availability bias may mean that public and media attention does not focus on the areas where most good could be done.
How do policymakers respond to attention cascades? The first thing to say is that their attention is guided by heuristics, just like everyone else’s. Organisations and individuals can only process a limited amount of information at any one time, and therefore cannot engage in endless inquiry – they need simple ways to filter, prioritize, and create agendas.

For example, a study of 14 senior ministers and party leaders from Belgium showed that they ‘employ a number of rules of thumb to decide quickly about what matters and what does not’; an example is the ‘wait and see’ rule (where they do not act on information immediately, but see what others do and whether the issue resolves itself). Another obvious rule of thumb is whether an issue is attracting media attention (i.e. ‘I should pay attention if everyone else is’).

If policymakers are also guided by heuristics and attention cascades, what are the implications? The concern is that the availability bias may make them ‘overreact’ when an issue suddenly attracts attention. This is where disproportionate resources are allocated to an issue, so that the costs outweigh the benefits. These kinds of policies are often referred to informally as ‘knee-jerk’ responses to a perceived need to act. To continue the theme above, laws concerning the prevention of terrorism, passed in the aftermath of an attack, are often cited as examples of overreactions (although opinions may vary on whether a change is disproportionate or not).

The flip side of overreaction is that issues that do not attract attention may experience ‘policy underreaction’, where harm is incurred through insufficient action.

Indeed, some see this as a common cycle: government overlooks an issue, problems build up, and then suddenly attention dramatically shifts, and the system scrambles to react – often overreacting because of availability bias. This underpins the apocryphal US saying that ‘Congress does two things well: nothing and overreacting’.

Again, we recognize that these under- and overreactions may be good strategic and political decisions. Policymakers may react disproportionately in order to signal leadership or change the terms of debate in their favor. For example, Germany took drastic action to shut down its nuclear power stations in response to the 2011 Fukushima disaster. Arguably this was an overreaction, since the fundamental risks had not changed. But part of the motive was political: taking dramatic action to try to ‘get ahead of the debate’ and stem the political damage seen in recent state election results. Our main focus is on how to maximize the ‘programmatic’ success of a policy, however.

If availability bias makes policymakers overreact in response to shifts in attention, it may also affect what policy options they choose. In other words, policymakers may select a solution simply because it comes to mind easily. This can be because it is familiar (‘what we always do’) or because it is currently popular (‘what everyone else is doing’). Indeed, work in the US has shown how state-level policymakers may be vulnerable to ‘policy outbreaks’, where they rapidly copy an initiative just because they have noticed their neighbors doing it.
This work cites as an example the sudden adoption of the AMBER Alert policy, which allows law enforcement agencies to use regional emergency broadcasting systems to broadcast missing children alerts. In 1995 no states were using this system; by 2003 all but three had adopted it. The study claims that this was driven by an attention cascade among policymakers, in contrast to the way that some policies (such as restaurant smoking bans) have spread gradually over many years (see Figure 7). To be clear, we are not saying that the AMBER Alert policy itself was misguided; we are saying that policy outbreaks can increase the risk that ideas are adopted without considering how to ensure they are successful – or whether they are the best choice in the particular context.

Figure 7: Speed of adoption of AMBER Alerts and restaurant smoking bans by US states.
One final aspect of attention can be that a ‘policy bubble’ emerges. This is where policymakers notice an issue and overreact to it, but this overreaction continues for a long period — much like an asset bubble. Public attention may then move on to other topics, but the policy keeps running. In other words, policymakers can get carried away with enthusiasm for a particular policy idea, leading to it taking on ‘a life of its own’ and becoming decoupled from the original problem. Some have pointed to crime policy in the US, suggesting that incarceration now constitutes a policy bubble, since the government has continued to invest in it even though crime rates are low and falling (see Figure 8).91

**Figure 8:**
US incarceration policy: a possible ‘policy bubble’.

---

**Proposals**

Invest for windows of opportunity. Some aspects of the cycle of policy under- and overreaction are very difficult to change (e.g. the way the media work). An easier course is to ensure longer-term investment in understanding policy areas that currently attract little attention, but may attract more later. Take the example of plastic in the ocean. Back in 2016, the UK’s Government Office of Science identified ‘the future of the sea’ as a priority area for future study (after discussions with experts). An in-depth project was then conducted as part of the Foresight horizon-scanning function. Importantly, a cross-departmental group on the issue was created — this meant that project leads could get structured input from various departments, and it helped the departments themselves to see how the issue was relevant to their particular agendas. The result of this work was that, when the issue of plastic in the ocean exploded in late 2017 as a result of the BBC television series *Blue Planet II* (see the Google Trends data in Figure 9), the government was ready with robust and considered responses.
Governments worldwide have tried various setups to support in-depth analysis of issues that may become pressing later. They include a standing group of expert advisors; annual reports by independent officials, such as Chief Medical Officers; standalone government units; and so on. But the key challenge is giving officials the awareness and incentives to access the existing work when under pressure.

This links to wider issues of knowledge management in government. Part of building capacity to deal with rapidly emerging policy challenges is to ensure that governments build strong external networks with academia and other sources of external expertise. For example, in 2016 the UK Cabinet Office set up its Open Innovation Team, which is “dedicated to deepening collaboration between officials and academics.” These networks should enable officials to access advice and insight rapidly as an issue rises up the policy agenda. We recognize that one of the main challenges is to maintain these links when officials move position.

Exploit attention cascades to raise the profile of long-term problems. Attention cascades can be created if an issue is presented in a powerful and salient way. A good recent UK example is the aforementioned problem of plastic waste in the oceans and the rising interest as a result of Blue Planet II. The Prime Minister explicitly referred to the ‘vivid highlighting’ of marine plastic in the television series when she launched a 25-year environment plan a month later, and a plastic bottle deposit scheme was announced two months after that.

These movements suggest that important ‘sleeper’ issues can suddenly attract attention – if they are presented in a salient way. The powerful images from the Blue Planet series catalyzed action in ways that had escaped previous attempts to highlight the issue. The obvious implication is to find ways of presenting issues so they trigger attention cascades.

One objection might be that this is an obvious strategy, and one that many pressure groups already attempt to implement. But these groups may not be drawing on the existing scientific studies that show the most effective ways of making policy issues salient (let us assume that the issues they are promoting do indeed deserve greater attention). There is also a pressing need to better understand the heuristics that policymakers are using to filter information, including the ways that government actors decide what is important.
3.3 Confirmation bias

Confirmation bias is the tendency to seek out, interpret, judge and remember information in a way which supports one’s pre-existing views and ideas. This creates three main problems.

First, people may practice ‘selective exposure’: choosing and focusing on information that confirms their positions, and ignoring or withdrawing from that which rejects them. A classic study asked people to listen to tape-recorded messages that were partially obscured by static, with the ability to temporarily remove the static by pressing a button. The study found that people decided to remove the static for sections of the tape that confirmed their opinion – for example, smokers were more likely to remove static from a message disputing the link between smoking and lung cancer. Fifty years later, another study found that selective exposure was driving news consumption patterns on Facebook. An overall review of the evidence confirms that people prefer to be exposed to information that supports their views – and this preference strengthens the more firmly we hold an opinion. The obvious problem is that important facts may never even be registered.

Second, people may actively reject information that conflicts with their prior position, which can make it difficult for others to shift their views by presenting them with evidence and reasoned arguments. Indeed, studies show that people’s positions may become more extreme and entrenched after reading opposing arguments. A famous study from the 1970s presented students with two scientific studies: one that seemed to support capital punishment, and another that opposed it. The students denigrated whichever study went against their pre-existing opinion, and left the lab embracing their original position even more passionately. A new study has shown that assigning Twitter users to follow a computer-generated Twitter account with the opposite political views makes them hold their original views even more strongly.

One explanation is that people who encounter opposing arguments experience ‘cognitive dissonance’: the discomfort of being exposed to two conflicting thoughts. In reaction, they try to resolve this discomfort by dismissing the idea that challenges their initial position – coming up with reasons why it is wrong, even if those reasons do not stand up to scrutiny. This process is called ‘motivated reasoning’. This is particularly likely to happen for opinions that people are particularly invested in – i.e. those they have a strong motivation to preserve.

At the same time, confirmation bias does not just apply to long-held, entrenched positions. Attachment to a particular option or opinion can form incredibly quickly. For example, the ‘crime as a beast/virus’ study mentioned above found that people subsequently sought out information related to the particular frame they had seen – the initial idea ‘coerc[ed] further incoming information to fit with the relational structure suggested by the metaphor’. This attachment even occurs when people know that their position has been adopted recently, hastily, and arbitrarily.

The third problem is that motivated reasoning may actually reduce our very ability to understand and interpret evidence. A recent study conducted in Denmark showed 233 local politicians (hypothetical) satisfaction statistics for two different schools and then asked them to identify the best-performing one. Around 75% answered correctly when the options were labeled innocuously (e.g. ‘School A’ and ‘School B’). However, these results changed dramatically when the options were framed in terms of public vs private services (e.g. ‘Private School’ and ‘Public School’), a contentious issue in Danish politics. Figure 10 shows that when the correct answer was in line with the politician’s pre-existing beliefs about public services (i.e. when the politician strongly believed in the value of public services and the correct answer was that the public school was better), 92% of politicians chose correctly. But only 56% got it right when the answer was at odds with their beliefs (i.e. when the politician strongly believed in the value of public services and the correct answer was that the private school was better). These hypothetical choices have real-world consequences, since the politicians in the study were responsible for procuring these kinds of local services. What is perhaps even more troubling is that when the politicians were given more pieces of information on performance, they actually performed worse and relied more on their prior attitudes. Therefore, this issue cannot be addressed simply by providing more or better evidence for policymaking.

“When examining evidence ... for desired conclusions, we ask ourselves, “Can I believe this?”, but for unpalatable conclusions we ask, “Must I believe this?”’

A similar experiment with 2,878 staff from the World Bank and UK Department for International Development also showed that motivated reasoning degraded judgement.112 When given identical sets of statistics, 65% of the policy professionals correctly evaluated a question about the effectiveness of skin cream, but only 45% answered correctly when the question was about the effectiveness of a minimum wage intervention. Once again, prior beliefs drove the results: the officials were much less likely to correctly identify when the minimum wage intervention failed to help workers when they also had a strong preference for greater societal redistribution of income.

One startling aspect of motivated reasoning is that it can have a larger effect on people who are most numerate.113 Although the evidence is not conclusive, intelligent people can be more affected by motivated reasoning than less intelligent ones.114 One explanation is that more intelligent people are more able to identify whether evidence contradicts their opinion, and have greater cognitive ability to twist, critique and re-interpret information in order to support a pre-existing view.

Figure 10: Relationship between prior attitudes and correct interpretations of statistical data among 233 Danish politicians.
Proposals

Separate evidence and diagnosis from solutions. Perhaps the biggest risk of confirmation bias comes when policymakers rapidly jump to a preferred solution – and then select evidence that supports that position. One way of countering that is to explicitly separate diagnosis or exploration from solution identification. This was the approach adopted by the UK Pensions Commission, which attempted to find an enduring solution to low rates of saving for retirement. The Commission first consulted on its evidence gathering, before moving on to proposing solutions. However, we recognize that this was a particular type of policy issue: it was relatively long term and technocratic, and there was consensus that it had to be studied carefully. In many instances, policymaking does not proceed in clearly defined stages – in which case, the following proposals may be useful.

Consider the opposite. When assessing evidence, one effective strategy is to ‘consider the opposite’. This involves asking ‘would you have made the same judgement if exactly the same study had produced results on the other side of the issue?’ There is quite consistent evidence that this strategy leads to a more objective assessment of the quality of evidence.

Require transparency about the evidence base used to make policy decisions. Since 2016, Sense about Science and the Institute for Government have been evaluating the transparency of the evidence base produced by UK government departments to support policy decisions. They have found that practices vary greatly across and within departments. In contrast, the US requires the data, sources, and methods used in a Regulatory Impact Assessment to be provided to the public online, so that others can evaluate the analysis.

If governments are required to be clear about the evidence base they are using for their decisions, there could be two main benefits. First, the knowledge that the evidence base could be externally evaluated may provide incentives to encourage a better evidence review.

Second, the quality of the evidence could be improved by outside experts pointing to [for example] evidence that has been overlooked. However, the timing of this scrutiny is very important. Ideally, it would happen while the evidence base is still a work in progress, and before policymakers are locked into a decision. This is what happened in the two-stage process undertaken by the Pensions Commission. If the challenge comes later, when the evidence base is presented as a finished product that needs to be defended, motivated reasoning may kick in and even useful contributions may be dismissed if they seem to undermine the conclusion already reached.

Build in opportunities to change course and revisit assumptions. Confirmation bias can mean that even weak proposals become difficult to discard. This risk can be mitigated by pre-planning formal ‘break points’, similar to those used in surgery to prevent medical errors, that allow a genuine reappraisal of options. (Such a break point could be led by a red team, as set out below.) An obvious objection is that political pressures will mean policymakers are concerned about making a ‘U-turn’. But this could be less of a concern if the process is more open, if options are floated without a strong commitment and if feedback is taken on early. The real danger of a U-turn comes with absolute secrecy, followed by sudden strong commitment. We recognize that keeping multiple options open for longer may create problems for project planning.
So far, we have covered the influence of biases on how and whether policymakers notice information and ideas. But these ideas are not treated separately by individuals – almost all policymaking involves discussions within and between groups. There are many teams, networks and coalitions involved in policymaking. In order to make the topic manageable, we have focused mostly on ‘policy teams’. By ‘policy teams’ we mean groups of people (usually officials) that are created or assigned to develop information into policy ideas, or to assess pre-existing policy ideas and work out how they relate to current problems.

Teams like these should offer many potential advantages. They should allow people to aggregate, combine and interrogate information from more sources, and they may create a new perspective that unlocks better solutions. Belief in these advantages is widespread.121

Unfortunately, the evidence on group behaviors and outcomes paints a different picture. Performance gains are likely to be modest and uncertain, while group decision-making can be seriously flawed.122 If they are dealing with questions that have definite answers (e.g. ‘What is the capital of Peru?’), then the most knowledgeable group members usually do better on their own, whereas groups collectively perform about as well as their members with average knowledge.123 But policymaking groups do not usually deal with questions that have clear and uncontested right answers. More commonly, they have to generate ideas and make judgments.

Here, the evidence in favor of groups is weaker, as perhaps best shown by the literature on ‘brainstorming’.124 Although groups are often believed to create more and better ideas than people working separately, this is not the case – they actually produce fewer and worse ideas.125 Moreover, as we explain below, there are some specific biases that are created and amplified in group settings: group reinforcement, the illusion of similarity, and inter-group opposition.126
4.1 Group reinforcement

Thomas Hobbes, in one of the first modern treatises on government, recognized that in groups advisors are ‘not moved by their own sense, but by the eloquence of another, or for fear of displeasing some that have spoken, or the whole by contradiction’.127

Some 350 years later, many studies have confirmed Hobbes’ observation: individuals are very sensitive to the behavior of other group members. One consequence of this is that groups often end up agreeing with whatever most members thought originally.

Worryingly, there is much evidence that this ‘fear of displeasing’ narrows perspectives and weakens decisions.128 As noted above, a lack of challenge and divergent thinking is seen as a major cause of policy failures.

Two main factors drive group reinforcement:129 First, people may hear many others expressing an opposing view and think their personal opinion may be wrong. Perhaps other people have better information and good reasons for thinking differently? While it may be useful to consider this possibility, the effects of this ‘informational influence’ can be so strong that people end up conforming to majority opinions which are obviously wrong.130

A second cause of this type of conformity is when people do not feel free to give their opinion because of social pressure. They may feel that others, particularly leaders, will disapprove if they speak up, and that they will be less liked, influential and rewarded in future.

So, even if the group (and the policy) as a whole would benefit from their knowledge, the best personal strategy is to not challenge the accepted view. This was seen as one of the reasons why the emerging problems with the Affordable Care Act website were not fed upwards to President Obama, for example.131

Groups create issues you may not expect

Majority influence in groups can lead to issues that may not be obvious.132 For example, studies show that:

Groups focus on what most people already know. The more group members that possess a piece of information, the more influence it has on the group decision – regardless of its actual quality or importance. This has been called the ‘common knowledge effect’.133 Part of the reason is that people seem to like group members more if they talk about shared information.134 As a result, crucial insights that only a few people or organisations have may not be shared.135

Discussion can make groups’ views more extreme. When people express opinions in line with the majority, then collectively those views get reinforced and become stronger and more extreme.136 In homogeneous groups, views can also become more extreme because people gravitate towards a position that clearly represents the group’s identity.137 For example, a health policy team may wish to push for the strongest measures to improve health because they see that as their mission.

Initial contributions can strongly sway group opinion. If people are taking cues from each other, then speaking first – or getting to set the agenda and provide supporting papers – can have a big impact on the outcome.138 The decisions of the first contributors, even if they are marginal calls, can create domino effects whereby subsequent speakers fall into line (through either informational influence or social pressures).139 The result can be that a few contributors can cause a weak idea to mushroom into a popular proposal without being thought through.

Government officials may be particularly exposed to these social pressures. This is because such pressures are more likely to occur in homogeneous groups, which have been common in government organisations (although this is changing),140 and because bureaucratic institutions are often formal and hierarchical, which inhibits confrontation and dissent.141 Many existing examples concern foreign policy decisions. For example, the Chilcot Inquiry into the UK’s deployment of military force in Iraq repeatedly found evidence that policy proposals were not challenged sufficiently [or at all] as they emerged.142

Nevertheless, it can be tricky to find real-world policy examples of group dynamics, since it is rare that group discussions by policymakers are both recorded and made public.143 However, one clear exception is the discussions by members of central bank committees, which are increasingly a matter of public record.144 The Bank of England’s Monetary Policy Committee includes five internal members (who are career central bankers) and four external expert members. The Committee sets the short-term interest rate; if a member disagrees with the majority view, they can cast a dissenting vote.

Interestingly, an analysis of 1997–2008 voting shows that the rate at which internal members dissented increased as they went through their three-year term (from 5.5% to 13.5%).145 In contrast, the dissenting rate of the external members started much higher and did not change over time. See Figure 11.
One explanation could be that internal members were more susceptible to majority influence as they started out on the committee. This could have been because of informational effects (in a new setting, people may be more open to the possibility of others’ judgments informing theirs) or social pressures (the existing norms of a hierarchical institution may bias people towards conformity).

The interesting question is why this dissent increased over time. A plausible explanation is that the group dynamics actually helped these internal members to be more open-minded and independent in their thinking. The high rate of dissent from the external members could have been a factor here. Therefore, this example shows that groups may be able to increase divergent thinking, with the right structures and members.

**Proposals**

Create routes for diverse views to be fed in before, during, and after group discussions. Majority influence is easier to resist outside group discussions – especially in organisations with a culture of deference. Therefore, policy teams could pose a set of questions anonymously through a Google Form or similar before and after policy discussions, giving a chance for divergent views to be captured [and acted on with minimum loss of face]. A more developed form of this idea was the UK’s Contestable Policy Fund, which provided matched funding to try to give ministers direct access to external policy advice.

During the discussion itself, participants could be offered new ways of choosing which ideas they wish to develop or respond to, since otherwise the group’s attention is inefficiently focused on just one idea at a time. For example, the Behavioral Insights Team (BIT) has developed a ThinkGroup process, where participants all silently contribute to a single online document at once. This allows people both to interact and to pursue their own trains of thought – our inability to do so in traditional brainstorming meetings is why they produce poor results.

![Figure 11: Rate of dissent by internal members of the Bank of England Monetary Policy Committee, by year of tenure.](image-url)
Finally, we could invest more in other options to permit challenge within meetings. For example, the UK’s Ministry of Defence, admitting that ‘groupthink’ has afflicted past military plans, has published a Guide to Reasonable Challenge that helps dissent to take place in a constructive way.150

**Explore alternatives to conventional chaired meetings.** Many governments still expect decisions to be made in formally chaired meetings with set agendas and processes. This can close down debate in order to get through an agenda – and gives undue weight to those who control the agenda. There are already some examples of workshop approaches being used, particularly in the arena of service design. But policymakers should be equipped with the skills to allow them to design and facilitate much more open workshop discussions – and ministers should also be encouraged to discuss policy within government in forums other than conventional committee meetings. Doing so could disrupt some of the automatic behaviors that have become associated with the format of traditional meetings.

**Assemble teams that are cognitively diverse.** Teams whose members approach problems in different ways do better – particularly at tasks requiring creativity. Many organisations are already investing in increasing the diversity of their teams in terms of race, gender and socio-economic status. Although the evidence is mixed on this point, this kind of diversity could help to bring in different perspectives.151 Even so, there may still be a tendency to recruit people with similar ways of thinking, particularly since many public sector organisations recruit using a single process that privileges certain approaches to problems. There is evidence that introducing a diversity of perspectives improves problem-solving, as long as interpersonal tensions can be minimized.152 Therefore, managers should be helped to identify how team members differ in their problem-solving approaches and look for a variety of these approaches when composing teams, wherever possible. In the UK, the proposal to develop up to 50 new psychometric tests for public officials may help with this goal.153

### 4.2 Illusion of similarity

When policymakers are exposed to pressures to conform with a group of peers (who are committed to achieving a certain goal), they are more likely to experience an ‘illusion of similarity’.154 The illusion of similarity is where policymakers have a) inaccurate assumptions about what people think or know and b) inaccurate predictions about how people will act. In the first case, policymakers may think that more people share their own opinions or attitudes regarding an issue than is actually the case. The thought process goes like this: someone thinks that they personally have unbiased attitudes, beliefs and priorities because they see the world objectively, and therefore they believe other people will think the same way, if those people have access to the same information, and process it in an open-minded way.155 In other words, policymakers may not realize how much they are assuming that others share their views. This tendency is called the ‘false consensus effect’, and it is reliable and widespread.156

For example, an online study compared the personal support of Americans for three controversial policies to their estimates of public support for those measures.157 First, respondents were asked to rate their support on a four-point scale (1 – oppose strongly, 4 – favor strongly) for a) teaching morality in public schools, b) the death penalty for those convicted of murder, and c) registration and licensing of all new handguns sold in America.

Later, they were asked to estimate the proportion of US citizens who would favor these policies (from 1 – fewer than 20%, 5 – more than 80%, with 20% intervals in between). Figure 12 shows the results, which are clear. For each of the three policies, the more respondents were in favor of a policy, the more they thought others were as well.
Closing coal mines: misunderstanding how a policy will be received

In 1992, the UK government announced a plan to close 31 of the country’s coal mines, with the loss of 30,000 jobs – a massive change to the industry. The minister responsible, Michael Heseltine, argued that the closures were unavoidable because of ‘the remorseless pressure of the market decline for coal’. But public reaction to the decision was swift and savage. Newspapers accused the government of trying to destroy the industry, other politicians from the ruling Conservative party thought the miners had been betrayed, and within days 200,000 people marched in protest through London. The government was forced into cancelling ten of the closures and postponing the remaining ones. Days later, it had to retreat further, with the Prime Minister ordering a wide-ranging inquiry into energy policy.

Why had the policymakers failed to anticipate this reaction? Recently released archive papers suggest several reasons.

First: framing effects. Michael Heseltine had framed his actions as overseeing ‘the next major, popular privatisation’; he did not realize that the public would adopt the completely different frame of him ‘act[ing] as undertaker to the coal industry’.

Second: the assumption that most people already expected or accepted the mine closures – i.e. that people shared the policymakers’ opinion. A document showing that closures were likely had already been leaked, but had attracted a fairly ‘muted response’. This ‘lulled’ the government into thinking that a similar reaction was likely again. As Heseltine admitted twenty five years later, ‘I thought that this was not going to be the great shock that I had previously thought it might be’.

Third: failing to re-focus attention away from internal battles. For several months, the Department of Trade and Industry (DTI) had been pushing the UK Treasury to provide more generous compensation terms for the miners. The Treasury strongly resisted, but eventually Heseltine secured a package of £1 billion – more than £30,000 per miner. Since this battle had occupied much of the policymakers’ attention, they thought the reaction would center on the ‘decent terms’ they had secured.
Fourth: confirmation bias. A contemporary analysis for the Prime Minister put it like this: ‘The [DTI] officials became captured by their early prejudices so that, by this summer, they were failing to stop and ask themselves at regular intervals whether what they were proposing remained sensible’.165

Finally: group reinforcement. The policy team ‘became mesmerized by the detail of the process and failed to stand back to keep the wider context and implications in view’. The junior minister involved also ‘allowed himself to become uncritically captured by the momentum of the Coal Team’s proposals’.166 Moreover, because the plan had been ‘jealously guarded’ and not shared widely in government, there had been little external challenge that could have flagged up the potential strength of reaction.167

We would like to thank Nicholas Jones for his help with this case study.

Another problem is that the illusion of similarity can cause policymakers to overestimate how much people will understand or embrace a new policy. Policymakers, deeply immersed in the detail, may assume that the public will also pay attention to the policy, see what it is trying to do, and go along with it - none of which may be true.

A simple illustration of this problem comes from a study where people tried to communicate well-known songs to someone else simply by tapping out the song’s rhythm.168 The group that was tapping out the song expected that the listeners would get the song right 50% of the time; in reality, they only got it right 2.5% of the time. Interestingly, this was not because people overrated their skill – the results were the same even if the person knew the tune but was watching someone else tap it out. People failed to recognize how different the listener’s situation or experience was from their own.

Similar failings happen in policymaking, particularly when there is little external input into the process.169 A good example of misperceptions is provided by a recent study on the power of defaults in education.170 This study randomly assigned parents of students to three different ways of signing up for an education-focused text message support system:

- **Standard.** Parents were sent a text message saying that they could adopt the technology by enrolling on a website (standard practice).
- **Simplified.** Parents were told by text message that they could sign up just by replying ‘Start’.
- **Automatically enrolled.** Parents were told by text message that they could opt out of the service by replying ‘Stop’.

The results show that there was an extremely strong effect from automatic enrolment: signup rates were 1% for the Standard group, 8% for the Simplified group, and 96% for the Automatic Enrolment group.

However the study also surveyed 130 education decision makers (e.g. senior teachers and administrators) to find out how effective they thought each approach would be. Figure 13 shows that these experts predicted uptake of 39%, 48% and 66% – a good deal off the true rates. For example, they overestimated the Standard group’s take-up rate by 38 percentage points and underestimated the effectiveness of the Automatic group by 31 percentage points. This is not a trivial misperception: the Automatic Enrolment group ended up with higher test scores and a 10% lower rate of course failures.

Our view on this study is that the decision makers overestimated how engaged the parents would be, and failed to see how they might not want to expend even a small amount of effort to sign up.

Indeed, we think that policymakers often overestimate how much the public will engage with their initiatives [see box]. This is because they have spent so much time thinking about the policy and discussing it with others in a similar position.
The Green Deal: Expectations about behavior may not match reality

The Green Deal was a UK policy introduced in 2011 by the then Department of Energy and Climate Change. It was designed to address what economists perceived as a market failure – the underinvestment by households in energy efficiency. The idea was simple. It assumed that the barrier to investment was that people had to pay upfront for energy efficiency measures (better insulation, new boilers, etc.) but only reaped the benefits over a long period.

Instead of forcing people to make that big upfront payment, the Green Deal would offer an assessment of measures that people could take to improve their energy efficiency, offer a loan to cover those costs and then allow repayment over time through energy bill surcharges – the assumption being that those bills would be lower because of the efficiency measures.

However, in reality, take-up was only a fraction of what was expected. The scheme made economic sense, but the policymakers failed to see that the way it was designed put barriers in people’s way. The scheme required a series of steps (from awareness, to organising an assessment to taking out a loan) to make happen. For example, only half of people who applied for finance plans finished the process of taking out a loan.172 While the relevant department had gathered evidence about what people wanted, this was not fully integrated into the policy design, meaning that it lacked ‘insight into the behaviors of the target groups for the scheme’.173
Proposals

Get political involvement throughout the decision-making process. The insights politicians can bring from their electors and constituents can act as a useful antidote to the illusion of similarity. Politicians spend much time talking to varied groups in society, and arguably have been elected because they understand how others think and feel. However, elected officials often reflect that they feel they are involved in policymaking too little, too late, or in formats that are too tightly structured. As one UK Secretary of State said, ‘A lot of the policy comes to the minister pre-cooked ... often you don’t get real options.’

This risk can be reduced by ensuring political input throughout the process of option development (rather than at the initiation and the conclusion). However, this would require public officials who are willing to have conversations with ministers that involve uncertainty and not having ‘all the facts to hand’, in many governments, this would cut against the prevailing bureaucratic culture.

4.3 Inter-group opposition

Inter-group opposition is when members of one group reject the arguments coming from another, even if they are good ones. This can happen when group reinforcement and the illusion of similarity strengthen a policymaker’s sense that their proposal and perspectives are right. If someone disagrees, this must be because they are incompetent, biased or malicious – and it is particularly easy to think this if they are seen as belonging to a different group. Even strong arguments can get dismissed as a result, making the ensuing policy weaker.

Underpinning this problem is the way that we identify ourselves with ‘in-group(s)’ in contrast to ‘out-group(s).’ We believe that the groups we identify with are better than other groups. That is the case even if a) there is strong evidence they are not, or b) they have only just been created, and we therefore have no prior attachment to them.

This strong identification means that, when groups have to co-operate, people are biased towards their in-group. In fact, evidence shows that when groups interact with each other they are less cooperative and more competitive than when individuals interact with each other.

For example, one study created a game where participants competed to win a prize by engaging in wasteful spending. Spending levels were much higher if groups were competing than if individuals were competing – and both were greater than a rational analysis would predict. In other words, this opposition between groups can lead to poor outcomes and greater risk-taking.

Consider ‘zero interest’ scenarios. If policymakers overestimate the public’s interest in a policy, we think this can be addressed by two simple thought experiments: one is to ask: ‘what happens if there is zero interest or enthusiasm for what we are offering?’ The second is to ask: ‘why would people bother to do something differently? These questions should act as checks to make it less likely that policymakers will build in unreasonable assumptions and more likely that they will develop contingency plans for coping with low take-up and weak reactions. The answers may also suggest changes to policy design to build in early measures to attract attention and build momentum.

Bring in wider perspectives early. There are structured ways of helping policymakers to understand whether their assumptions are shared more generally. Citizens’ juries and other deliberative events can provide convincing evidence of public views on an issue – which may be complex and nuanced. For these to be as useful as possible, they should take place before major policy decisions have been made.

Another cause of these group dynamics is the way we view our own opinions. As noted above, people often think that they personally are unbiased, and that others will think the same way – if they are given the facts. If another party does not think the same way, then our preferred reaction is not to reassess our own opinions (since confirmation bias kicks in). Instead, we try to come up with ways of denigrating the opposition. This happens because we find it hard to simultaneously maintain both a positive image of ourselves and a positive image of someone who disagrees with us.

The way that this denigration usually plays out in policymaking is that we decide that those who think differently are biased, through ideology, self-interest, malice or stubbornness. While we have considered the issue carefully, they are just proceeding from dogma. This perception of bias makes conflict and division escalate further. As a result, both sides may reject ideas, compromises, and dialogue that could lead to a better outcome for all.

One way conflict can escalate is through ‘false polarisation’. We see the other group’s views as more extreme than they actually are. In our minds, we falsely make the group more distant and different from us.

This process happens most clearly between competing interest groups, where it has been called the ‘devil shift’: seeing your opponents as more extreme and more ‘evil’ than they actually are.
For example, one study asked people whether they would support an ‘affirmative action’ program to increase the diversity of a university’s student intake. The participants were asked to place themselves along a nine-point scale from liberal to conservative (i.e. left wing to right wing). They were also asked where they would place people who a) supported and b) opposed the proposal along this political scale. In reality, supporters and opposers did not differ much in their self-reported political views (Figure 14). But their relative perceptions of themselves and the other group were more extreme. The supporters thought members of their own group were more left wing than they actually were, and thought that their opponents were much more right wing; the reverse was true for the opponents of the policy.

**Figure 14:**
Actual and perceived differences in political positions among supporters and opponents of affirmative action.

While these issues are most intense between competing policy pressure groups, they also occur within government itself. Governments are made up of various groups: departments, offices, committees, agencies, teams, political alliances, professional communities and so on. Culture and behaviors can vary from institution to institution – even if the differences between them are not as big as their members think. There are often few incentives to join up policy between departments, since they usually control their own budgets and line management, effectively creating competing power bases.

As a result, policy can emerge through an adversarial process where evidence is used to justify the position of a department (or similar group), rather than a collaborative exploration of potential options and approaches.
**Proposals**

**Use collaborative red teaming.** In the military arena, use is often made of ‘red teams’, which are groups that are tasked with finding weaknesses in a proposal or system. The UK military defines the work of red teams as ‘the independent application of a range of structured, creative and critical thinking techniques to assist the end user to make a better informed decision or produce a more robust product’.189

While we think red teams are a good idea, our concern is that involving an ‘out-group’ in this way means that their recommendations are more likely to be dismissed defensively.190 Instead, evidence shows that people are more likely to accept criticism from someone who is part of their own group, or who identifies with it.191 Therefore, we propose that part of a policy team splits off to create a ‘red team’ at a point when plans have been developed but not fixed. (Note that the team should consist of more than one person, since having a single person acting as ‘devil’s advocate’ is not always effective.)192 If there are a number of challenge points, different sets of team members could act as challengers for each, to reinforce the message that this is a ‘team’ not an ‘outsider’ behavior.

An interesting example of collaborative red teaming came in May 2018, when the UK Prime Minister divided her Cabinet into two teams to critique potential policies for leaving the European Union. Each team of three ministers contained two opponents of the proposal to be discussed and one supporter.193
Executing concerns the choices that attempt to realize policy decisions in practice. We admit that this category can be fuzzy, since it is misleading to insist on a hard separation between ‘policy’ and ‘implementation’. People who are ‘delivering’ a policy are not simply executing instructions: they are making decisions that change the purpose and design of the policy as it is realized in practice. Therefore, the ideas here may be relevant to other elements of the policy process as well.

The common theme in this section is that people have a strong tendency to be overconfident in their judgments. Overconfidence has been called ‘the most significant of the cognitive biases’, ‘the mother of all biases’, and ‘perhaps the most robust finding in the psychology of judgment’.

Different kinds of overconfidence have been identified. We focus first on a person’s tendency to overestimate their abilities, the quality of their plans, and the likelihood of future success. We refer to this as ‘optimism bias’. Then we consider an issue that causes particular problems for policy – the tendency for policymakers to overestimate the amount of control they can exert (an ‘illusion of control’).

5.1 Optimism bias

Many large studies have shown that experts in fields such as business, health care, and engineering are prone to overconfidence about their abilities, plans and predictions. So are readers of BIT’s email newsletter, according to a survey we conducted as part of this project. In this survey, 1,154 people completed a general knowledge quiz where, for each question, they were asked how confident they were that they had got the answer right. If 60% of people got the answer right and people were 60% confident, then this would be perfect ‘calibration’ – they would have an accurate sense of their knowledge. The results showed that the average respondent got 60% of questions correct but was 72% confident that they were right (see Figure 15). In other words, they were slightly overconfident about their knowledge.
Recently, studies have started to measure the overconfidence of politicians and government officials directly. One study looked at 579 officials in agencies related to climate change mitigation and adaptation in the US. The officials were asked both to answer questions on climate change (‘assessed knowledge’) and to rate how informed they thought they were on climate change matters (‘perceived knowledge’). People were overconfident if their perceived knowledge was higher than their assessed knowledge.

Interestingly, the study found that the more experienced officials were the most overconfident about their own expertise. This is worrying because more experienced bureaucrats are more likely to be in positions of power in the bureaucratic hierarchy. Perhaps most importantly, the more overconfident an official was, the more likely they were to take risky policy decisions. These were decisions such as opposing basic risk-reduction policies – for example, improving agricultural practices to reduce methane levels, or protecting coastal settlements from rising sea levels. In other words, overconfident officials rejected risk-mitigation policies – perhaps without clear alternative plans.

Politicians can also be overconfident. Empirical evidence for this in elected officials comes from a study of incumbent members of the national parliaments of Belgium, Canada, and Israel. This study asked the politicians to rate their confidence that they would be re-elected. It then created an ‘objective’ measure of electoral safety by combining past electoral performance of individuals (which is predictive of future success) with current party opinion poll data. Comparing self-ratings against the objective level created a measure of overconfidence. The study also measured how willing the politicians were to take the risky choice in a policy scenario.

The results showed that the politicians who were most overconfident were the ones most likely to choose the risky policy alternative (just like in the previous study). This was a big effect – moving from the lowest to the highest levels of overconfidence was associated with moving from a 0.3% selection rate of the risky option to an 83.3% selection rate. In contrast, objective measures of electoral safety were not associated with risk-taking (see Figure 16).

Figure 15: Analysis of responses from 1,154 subscribers to BIT’s newsletter.
What are the consequences of political and official overoptimism? One, as shown above, is that people are more likely to take risky policy decisions without a realistic understanding of their abilities. Another is that policymakers will make unrealistic plans, neglect risks, and fail to react to evidence of emerging problems. This is a well-recognized problem in government, particularly in large infrastructure projects. Consider a review of 258 public transportation infrastructure projects conducted between 1910 and 1998, mostly in Europe and the US, with a collective cost of $90 billion. On average, project costs were 28% higher than expected, and they were underestimated for almost 9 out of 10 projects. Worryingly, there was no evidence of improved forecasting accuracy over the 88-year period observed – meaning that governments were just as likely to be surprised by a cost overrun at the end of the 20th century as they were at the beginning.

What are the causes of overoptimism in government? Arguably, politicians and officials have incentives to express optimism (which may become divorced from reality). Politicians looking to gain and retain power may achieve success by expressing more confidence than their rivals. Officials and ministers may be rewarded for making claims that they can deliver outcomes on a certain budget, and may have moved position by the time those claims are shown to be false - if they ever are. These incentives may reinforce our natural desire to feel good about our self and actions. A range of ‘self-serving biases’ mean that people may have an inflated sense of their abilities – partly because they attribute good outcomes to their actions, while putting bad outcomes down to luck or circumstance.

Group reinforcement, discussed earlier, also drives optimism. Group participants become more confident in their judgments after they speak with each other. Groups make more optimistic estimates of how long a task will take than individuals do – they focus on what they hope will go right, rather than what may go wrong. Fully appreciating risks and “bad news” is unpleasant, and a group member may not want to be the person who creates these negative feelings – not least because they may be punished for doing so.

The result of incentives, self-serving biases, and group reinforcement is that policymakers may overweight information that points towards success (This has been called the ‘desirability bias’ or ‘asymmetric updating’). For example, policymakers may base projections on the most desirable scenarios, and neglect evidence from previous projects – even if they had personal experience of them. This tendency to value good news more than bad news has been shown to operate outside conscious awareness. The consequence can be a ‘ratcheting up’ of optimism: the lopsided updating of beliefs takes plans further and further away from reality.
Proposals

Apply and extend reference class forecasting corrections for optimism bias. The UK government’s Green Book sets out a sophisticated process for correcting for overoptimism when making plans. Crucially, these corrections are based on empirical evidence of how past projects turned out. The use of these corrections could be expanded from infrastructure projects to social programs in general – recognizing the complexities in doing so. The Institute for Government has done in-depth work on this topic. In the absence of reference data, an even simpler process would require a standard optimism correction – on the basis of current evidence, a rough rule of thumb might be 25–30% – to all projections of costs or results as standard.

Conduct ‘pre-mortems’. Pre-mortems are an exercise where decision makers imagine the future failure of their project, and then work back to identify why things went wrong. This process encourages people to explore doubts, thereby highlighting weaknesses that can then be addressed. There is emerging evidence that pre-mortems can be successful in real-world settings, but they are still not widely used in policymaking – we think they should be.

Keep two estimates. There is evidence that judgement is improved simply by making two estimates rather than one. Just as we suggested earlier that different policy options should be kept in play, teams should retain both their central estimate and their high-cost, low-impact (i.e. pessimistic) estimate throughout the process. This strategy would prevent teams from focusing solely on the central estimate and should help to correct for the fact that this central estimate is itself likely to be overoptimistic. There would then be scope for revisiting whether it would be worth proceeding if the outcome were nearer the pessimistic portion.

Build trials and variations into policy execution wherever possible. Optimism bias strengthens the case for rapid and continual experimentation, which should provide early feedback on whether plans are realistic. If these experiments are well constructed, they will be more difficult to dismiss, even if people are motivated to do so.

5.2 Illusion of control

The illusion of control is the tendency to overestimate how much personal influence one has over events – or, we suggest, how much influence a policy will have over events. Illusions of control happen when people misjudge the causal connection between actions they have taken and a specific outcome that they are motivated to achieve.

The simplest examples are where people believe they are exerting control over purely random events. A classic experiment showed that people who were allowed to choose their own lottery ticket demanded nearly $9 to sell the ticket back, compared to $2 for people who had not been allowed to make a choice. People are even willing to disadvantage themselves to retain some perceived control. For example, one study allowed people to use a handbrake device so they could stop a roulette wheel on demand. People kept using the device even when losses started being punished with electric shocks – and even when using the handbrake actually reduced the known probability of winning, making shocks more likely.

Of course, policymakers are not buying lottery tickets or spinning roulette wheels – it is plausible that they have some influence over events. Nevertheless, evidence suggests that people still overestimate their levels of control in such situations. One experiment showed this by presenting participants with a computer screen that said ‘Begin’. They then had three seconds to decide whether to press the space bar or not. After three seconds, they would see either the target screen (three green Xs) or the non-target screen (three red Os).

Afterwards, participants were asked to rate their level of control. In reality, they had no control over the outcome (whether the target screen appeared was random), 25% control, or 50% control. The other thing that varied was how often the target screen was programmed to appear on average (30% of the time - ‘Low Reinforcement’ or 70% of the time – ‘High Reinforcement’). This was to see whether people’s judgments were affected if it was relatively easy or hard to get the Target screen to appear in general.

Figure 17 shows the results. First, overestimates of control appeared when people actually had no control, which is a common finding. But they also occurred when people had control over the outcome half of the time – and the target screen was programmed to come on average (30% of the time - ‘Low Reinforcement’ or 70% of the time – ‘High Reinforcement’). This was to see whether people’s judgments were affected if it was relatively easy or hard to get the Target screen to appear in general.
What problems can illusions of control produce? One is that (as in the case of optimism bias) people are more willing to take risks, and judge those risks as less severe, on the basis of inaccurate assumptions. More generally, illusions of control can mean policymakers have a false picture of the impact they are having. As a result, they may persist in strategies which seem like they should take charge of a problem and produce results, but actually do not. Poorer performance is the result.

Real-world evidence for this poorer performance comes from a study of 107 traders in four City of London investment banks, all making decisions that involved some level of risk for their respective firms. The traders were presented with a simulated stock index. They were told that changes in the index were partly random, but that three specific keys on the keyboard ‘may have some effect’ on the index’s movements.

In reality, the keys had no effect on the index, which was based on a programmed trend, with 10% random variation built in. At the end of the exercise, participants were asked to rate their perceived success in raising the value of the stock index. Since no control was possible, a higher self-rating meant a greater illusion of control.

The results were telling (see Figure 18). The traders who thought they had more control over the index were rated by their managers as less successful and were the ones being paid a lower salary. They contributed less to profits and were rated as lower in risk management and analytical ability (but not people skills). Since illusions of control were related to lower career success, despite people skills, it is plausible that they produce worse results.
The concern is that policymakers, like traders, may work in contexts that encourage illusions of control. Illusions of control are more common when people are stressed or feel they are in a position of power. More importantly, policymakers often deal with complex adaptive systems where it can be difficult to separate information from mere noise. In these situations, the causal links between actions and consequences are unlikely to be linear or obvious – and so illusions of control are more likely. (Regenerating a city or preventing the spread of extremist ideologies might be good examples here.) By solving a problem in one area, policymakers may create unintended consequences in another part of the system. They may then keep trying to correct the new problems with more new actions, not realizing that the system is not responding as they intend.

**Proposals**

**Use simulations to challenge people’s assumptions about control.** It is now possible to obtain cheap, accurate simulations of complex challenges that policymakers may face. These simulations can be set up to show how well-intentioned changes in one area can have unintended consequences in another. They could be used to challenge policymakers’ assumptions about the amount of control they can realistically exercise. Once this happens, there could be a role for follow-up training in systems thinking approaches.

**Incorporate mechanisms for feedback and adaptation in implementation plans.** All policy implementation plans should include effective mechanisms to find out how they are being realized in practice – with clearly allocated responsibilities to intervene if policy is going off course. These should also include early warning indicators of emerging trade-offs that may require a policy or administrative response. Engaging in this way should also give a more accurate understanding of what level of control is realistic.
6 / Conclusion

The issues highlighted in this report matter: mental shortcuts are an essential part of being human, and public servants and services play a crucial role in nearly all our lives.231 Our goal is to encourage a set of practices that can lead to more effective decision-making in government. However, there is clearly a big task ahead.

6.1 Increased awareness and new training: What it can and cannot do

Policymakers should become more aware of the biases outlined in this report and why they occur. A major aim of this report is to increase such awareness. However, we want to stress again that raising awareness is desirable but not sufficient on its own. People find it difficult to notice their own biases, which often operate outside conscious awareness. Various studies have shown that we have a ‘bias blind spot’ when it comes to our own behavior: we tend to think that others are biased, but not ourselves.232

In fact, the problem is even worse. Simply highlighting the existence of biases and directing people to be less biased can backfire and create more bias. This seems to happen because people reflect on their thoughts and behavior and, since they often cannot spot any signs of bias, they may feel even more confident in their clear judgement and objectivity.233 And, if people feel more confident in their objectivity, they actually end up displaying more bias in their decisions. For example, in one study, people who were primed to feel objective were more likely to discriminate on the basis of gender when making a hiring decision.234

Therefore, we also offer some simple strategies that policymakers could implement that may stop these biases operating automatically. There is a strong case for testing these strategies empirically wherever possible, since many of them have not been tried extensively in policymaking settings.

Can training play a role? After all, there is evidence that implicit bias training related to race or gender is ineffective or even counterproductive.235 Recognizing the issues just outlined, our view is that training on how to adopt these strategies could bring benefits – but only if it focuses on a specific context and behavior, and gives practical ways to help someone develop new reactions to this context.236

With this in mind, there is some promising research on how the effect of biases could be mitigated by through direct debiasing training. Recent experiments involving 507 people in Pennsylvania found that an educational computer game and 30-minute training video, designed to teach people to identify and mitigate six cognitive biases, led to large, immediate decreases (39%) in biased judgement, with the effects persisting for at least two months.237

Another study found that one hour of debiasing training improved the ability of so-called ‘superforecasters’ to make accurate predictions by 6–11%. This is particularly impressive given that the participants in this study already tended to have exceptional analytical and reasoning capabilities. The most effective components of that training had the participants conduct rigorous post-mortems of their decision-making processes after they had made inaccurate predictions, and suggested they start their estimates of how likely something was by examining how often it had occurred in the past.238

Overall, our view is that there is value in trying to develop debiasing training for policymakers, but it will require rigorous testing before being used at scale.

6.2 The need for changes to institutions, structures and processes

We have set out some strategies that policymakers could adopt to reduce biases – and that could perhaps be reinforced by well-specified training. But reforms cannot focus on individuals in isolation – they also need to incorporate how systems, processes and institutions create behaviors. Some of these drivers may be too large and complex to change (e.g. the role of the media), but others can be re-thought in the light of the evidence above.

Since these structural changes should be tailored to the department or government in question, we provide pointers but do not develop detailed recommendations. Instead, we see this project as making the case for careful consideration of wide-ranging changes. Therefore, behavioral scientists should work with interested policymakers to develop proposals for change in their particular institutions. BIT welcomes these discussions.
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